Curriculum drivers

Breadth of Study

Theme Overview ~ Lights, camera, action
Science

ICT

DT

With a heavy science focus, this

Throughout this topic we will be

lightning.

We will use digital technology to
create a design idea for our
theatre background, to record
our own music for our
performances and to video the
final performance which will then
be edited.

Enterprise

Outdoor learning

Active Learners

Throughout our topic, we will

Through our varied science

During this topic we will

have a range of performance

learning, we will investigate light

constantly be actively learning in

opportunities within the class, to

and shadows in our outside areas.

topic we will use a range of our
skills from sound, light and
electricity to create our own
backing accompaniment and foot

theatres including a backdrop,

play and design our own theatres

props and puppets to bring a

based on one of the scenes to

Shakespeare scene to life

perform to others.

our theatre workshops, our

finally the community through

science lessons and the creation

our carol concert.

of our DT theatres.

Visit: Salisbury Theatre
Visitor: Salisbury Theatre Workshops
Small scale visit: SADS

(Stockbridge Amateur Dramatics)

including Macbeth, we will recreate the characters through role

other children in our school and

Making best use and getting most value from
the outdoor environment, people and places
including local settings.

Inspired by Shakespeare’s works

design and create our own

backstage tour, in class drama,

Enterprising is a service to others which
provides something of value.

Enrichment

using a range of skills to plan,

Literacy/
Drama

We want children to be active rather than
passive learners; to be enquiring, physical
and have NO WORKSHEETS!

Multicultural
During our topic, we will explore
shadow puppet theatres and
their origins around the world
from China, and Indonesia to
India. Before comparing this to
Elizabethan and modern
theatres.
Broaden children’s horizons, empathy and
understanding of other cultures outside of
Stockbridge.

